Only-One®

Complete Feeds

VITAMIN/MINERAL SUPPLEMENT

PELLETED FOR BETTER DIGESTIBILITY

We are bombarded these days with page after page of supplements in our horse
catalogs and magazines. Each supplement promising to enhance health or
performance in one way or another. It can almost make us wish we had an equine
nutrition degree just to figure out which ones we really need!
Wouldn’t it be great to be able to step away from the guesswork and mental
overload of trying to balance out our horse’s diet? Think of the hundreds of dollars
spent on various supplements (and special feeds) and yet you still feel that there
is something lacking in your horse’s diet. Imagine the peace of mind knowing that
your horse is getting exactly what he/she needs. The contentment you will feel
when you see your horse’s health emanating thru the naturally shiny hair coat, the
stronger hooves, and the overall healthy appearance that can only come from the
consumption of proper balanced nutrition.
Sound too good to be true? Well thru years of study and constant monitoring
of quality ingredients, we have come up with the most natural and balanced
supplement on the market today. It should truly be the ‘Only-One’ you need.
Studies have shown that when Only-One is fed free choice they will only consume
the daily amount needed for optimal health. How much easier can it get? Your horse
has the innate ability to crave (consume) what is naturally needed to keep their
system in balance. Only-One has no added grains, flavors, or fillers so your horse will
naturally only eat what is essential for their health.
Only-One is designed to be fed to horses that are consuming a diet of any feed
source that does NOT contain added vitamins or minerals (such as oats or hay).
Making it the perfect addition to balance the diet of horses that are on pasture
or consume only hay. There are also a variety of feeds on the market that do not
contain added vitamins or minerals, such as oats, corn or beet pulp, if more calories
are needed to maintain weight. You may also top dress the above mentioned feeds
with Only-One if it is inconvenient to offer it free choice. Even if your horse’s diet
fluctuates, you will know that he/she is getting the perfect balance of vitamins and
minerals needed for optimal health when consuming Only-One.

BABY BLOOM
The complete feed for your growing baby
RECOMMENDED USES
Foal to 3 Years Old
• Use as creep feed
• Use for halter up to 3 years old

SUMMIT
The peak performance feed for working
and competition
RECOMMENDED USES
Adult
• Use for shows, competition and intense work
• Use with hay and/or pasture
• Use for training
Young

• Use during training

Stallions

• Use during breeding season

(min.) 2.20%
(min.)
(min.) 24.00%
(min.)
(min.)
(min.)
(min.)

The versatile feed for most adults
RECOMMENDED USES
(max.) 2.70%
0.01%
(max.) 29.00%
   20 ppm
   2.0 ppm
   25 ppm
   40,000 IU/Ib

INGREDIENTS
Calcium Bentonite Clay, Salt, (Mineral Sea Salt), Yeast Culture, Calcium Carbonate,
L-Lysine, Rice Bran, Vitamin E. Thiamine, Vitamin A, Ascorbic Acid, Selenium Yeast &
Vitamin D3.

FEEDING DIRECTIONS
Top dress Oats or hay at a rate of 8 oz. per head per day. Provide access to fresh,
clean water and free-choice salt at all times.  WARNING: DO NOT permit intake of
supplemental selenium to exceed 0.3 ppm on a complete ration basis.  DO NOT add
to premixed feed.

RECOMMENDED USES
All Classes of Horses

For All Classes of Horses

LEGS PLUS®

SPECIALTY SUPPLEMENT

Eq LYTES®

ELECTROLYTE SUPPLEMEMNT

THRIVE

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Calcium
Phosphorus
Salt
Copper
Selenium
Zinc
Vitamin A

• Use up to 3 years old
• Use with hay and/or pasture

Supplements

Adult

• Use with hay and/or pasture      • Use for maintenance

Pregnant

• Use from post breeding through 8 months as gestation ration

Stallions

• Use as daily feed on off season

Eq LYTES-DAILY®

ELECTROLYTE DAILY SUPPLEMEMNT

ONLY-ONE®

VITAMIN/MINERAL SUPPLEMENT

RENU
The best feed for foundered and idle horses
RECOMMENDED USES
Adult
• Use with hay and/or pasture
• Horses with overweight problems

• Horses with foundered conditions
• Idle horses

SILVER
The advanced feed for older adults and revitalization
RECOMMENDED USES
Older (16 years & above)
• Best choice for older equine
• Use with hay, pasture and/or hay cubes
• Can also add water to soften for horses with dental problems
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BALANCED NUTRITION - PURE & NATURAL
Laura A. Macke
1114 N. 1250 E. Road
Taylorville, IL 62568

E-mail: info@eqfeeds.com
Phone: 217.824.7897
Fax: 217.824.5458

www.eqfeeds.com

Legs Plus®

Eq Lytes®

Eq Lytes - Daily®

MINERAL SALT SUPPLEMENT

ELECTROLYTE SUPPLEMENT

ELECTROLYTE SUPPLEMENT

Raising a healthy foal these days can be quite a challenge.  With all of the quality feeds
and supplements available promising to help you raise a big show ready weanling it
can be a little daunting.  Especially when you use some of the products only to find
that your fast growing foal has begun to have leg problems.  Through many studies we
have found that adding a proper balance of salt and minerals to your foal’s diet we can
help prevent these leg problems.
Our Legs Plus supplement includes a Mineral Sea Salt, which means it contains a
balance of naturally occurring trace minerals.  Minerals obtained through sea salt are
perfectly balanced by Mother Nature in a form that can be immediately absorbed and
utilized into your foal’s system.
The other valuable ingredients in this supplement are Hydrated Sodium Calcium
Aluminosilicate and calcium carbonate.  The hydrated sodium calcium aluminosilicate
that we use contains numerous trace minerals that nature has bound together.  It is not
only an excellent mineral source but has an amazing ability to bind toxins together so
that your foal can readily eliminate them.  The Calcium Carbonate that we use is one
of the purest we could find. Growing foals need extra calcium to maintain proper bone
development and muscle function, so we searched and found one that was worthy to
be included in this wonderful supplement.
Legs Plus is designed to be fed as a top dress to your foal’s feed.  It may also be mixed
with water and administered orally.  Do not however, mix it with acidic mixtures such
as applesauce, as it will activate the sodium bicarbonate making it an ineffective
ingredient.

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Calcium
Salt

(min.)  7.45%
(min.)  45.00%

One of the most challenging situations with performance/endurance horses is
dehydration and fatigue.  This electrolyte formula is designed to promote drinking,
which will help eliminate dehydration, and also contains the essential salts and
minerals needed to naturally replenish their system and help combat fatigue.
Our electrolytes contain a Mineral Sea Salt, which means it contains a balance of
naturally occurring trace minerals.  Minerals obtained through sea salt are perfectly
balanced by Mother Nature in a form that can be immediately absorbed and utilized
into your horse’s system.
The other valuable ingredients in our electrolytes are Calcium Carbonate and
Montmorillonite Clay.  Performance horses need extra calcium to maintain proper
muscle function, so we searched and found one of the purest forms of calcium we
could find.
Montmorillonite Clay is a special ingredient that is essential for your horse.  It also
contains over 70 naturally occurring trace minerals that nature has put together.  It is
not only an excellent mineral source but a superior toxin binder needed to help your
horse eliminate unwanted toxins.
Eq Lytes may be used as a top dress to your horse’s feed.  It may also be mixed with a
palatable substance, such as applesauce, and administered orally.

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Calcium
Phosphorus
Salt

(min.)  14.50%
(min.)  0.01%
(min.)  45.00%

(max.)  8.95%
(max.)  50.00%

INGREDIENTS
Salt, (Mineral Sea Salt), Sodium Bicarbonate, Hydrated Sodium Calcium Aluminosilicate,
Calcium Carbonate.

FEEDING DIRECTIONS
Top dress feed at a rate of 1-4 oz. daily.  Provide access to fresh, clean water and freechoice salt at all times.  

RECOMMENDED USES
Young Halter:

• Add to feed daily

Pregnant Halter Mare:

• Add to feed daily in last 3 months

Horse with Ulcer:

• Add to feed daily

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
We have been so happy with the feed from Eq Feeds™. That we exclusively feed all
our horses here at Arabian Woods Horse Farm, Eq Feeds™ We had this Mare that
had injured her rear leg last year and was doing better, but was still putting so much
pressure on the supporting front knee causing increase in swelling. So before we put her
back into training. We put her on Eq Legs Plus. This has helped give her the support
she needed to take the pressure of training. Now she is back under saddle and getting
the support she needed to reduce the stress on her knees from Eq Feeds™ Legs Plus.
Donna Woods, Arabian Woods Horse Farm, Camp Point, IL

(max.) 17.40%
(max.)  0.02%
(max.) 50.00%

INGREDIENTS

We have found that it is essential to replenish your performance horse’s system on a
regular basis with quality ingredients.  Just the stress of everyday training, worming,
illness or even trailering can upset the equine metabolism.  This electrolyte formula
is designed to help eliminate imbalances which can occur at times even before we
can see them.
Water and salt are essential ingredients to any good healthy equine.  Therefore
our electrolyte formulas contain a Mineral Sea Salt which contains a balance of
naturally occurring trace minerals.  Minerals obtained through sea salt are perfectly
balanced by Mother Nature in a form that can be immediately absorbed and utilized
into your horse’s system.  This ingredient also will encourage your horse to drink
more water.
Ulcers can be a constant problem with performance horses so we have included a
pure form of Sodium Bicarbonate.  Sodium Bicarbonate has the amazing ability
to absorb excess acids in your horse’s system.  This will aid in the elimination of
stomach upsets such as ulcers.
The other valuable ingredients in our electrolytes are Montmorillonite Clay and
calcium carbonate.  The montmorillonite clay that we use contains over 70 naturally
occurring trace minerals that nature has put together.  It is not only an excellent
mineral source but a superior toxin binder needed to help your horse eliminate
unwanted toxins.  The Calcium Carbonate that we use is one of the purest we could
find.  Performance horses need extra calcium to maintain proper muscle function,
so we searched and found one that was worthy to be included in this wonderful
supplement.
Eq Lytes - Daily is designed to be fed as a top dress to your horse’s feed.  It may also
be mixed with water and administered orally.  Do not however, mix it with acidic
mixtures such as applesauce, as it will activate the sodium bicarbonate making it an
ineffective ingredient.

Mineral Rock Salt, Calcium Carbonate, Montmorillonite Clay

FEEDING DIRECTIONS
Top dress at a rate of 1-4 oz daily or may be mixed with a palatable substance such as
applesauce or yogurt and be administered orally.  May increase amount as needed for
intense work. Provide access to fresh, clean water and free choice salt at all times.

Working horses

RECOMMENDED USES

Horses in intense training
Horses traveling

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
Calcium
Salt

(min.)  7.45%
(min.)  45.00%

INGREDIENTS
Mineral Rock Salt, Sodium Bicarbonate, Montmorillonite Clay, Calcium Carbonate.

FEEDING DIRECTIONS
Top dress feed at a rate of 1-4 oz. daily.  May increase amount as needed for intense
work and/or during traveling to increase water intake.  Provide access to fresh, clean
water and free-choice salt at all times.

RECOMMENDED USES

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
I’ve been in the sport of Distance Riding since 1982, and I’ve seen the use of electrolytes
go from raw salt administered from a big wooden spoon, to the availability of dozens
of products. Three years ago, I switched exclusively to Eq Lytes. Easy to mix, easy to
administer, and my horses LOVE the taste. I race over 1,000 miles a season, and I am
sure I owe my national Best Condition standing the last three years to well
hydrated horses from using Eq Lytes.
Lori Windows, Wyanet, IL

There is no added sugar, artificial colors, flavorings or fillers in our
supplements because we didn’t want to ruin an already
awesome product!

(max.)  8.98%
(max.)  50.00%

Add to feed daily for:

• Working horses
• Horses traveling

• Horses in intense training
• Horses with ulcers

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
At Run Along Farms we have up to 15 horses in competition or training year round. In
the hot, humid summers in Illinois we use Eq Lytes - Daily to ensure our horses stay
hydrated. In the cold, windy, winters, it is just as important. It is so palatable, even the
the picky eaters accept it top dressed on their feed. With the ever increasing costs of
maintaining horses, Eq Lytes - Daily is an economical choice to help keep your
horses drinking.
Julie Jackson-Biegert, Run Along Farms, Geneseo, IL

